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The Bundesbank's
method of assessing
the creditworthiness
of business
enterprises

Prior to the launch of European monetary union, the Bundesbank's monetary policy instruments included discount policy. In line with section 19 of
the Bundesbank Act, the Bundesbank
purchased ªfine trade billsº from
credit institutions at its discount rate
up to a ceiling (rediscount quota) set
individually for each institution. The
Bundesbank ensured that the bills submitted to it were sound by examining
the solvency and financial standing of
the parties to the bill.
The Bundesbank discontinued its rediscount lending operations with the
start of monetary union on January 1,
1999. However, it will continue to accept bills ± and in future loan claims as
well ± from credit institutions as forms
of lending to trade and industry as
part of the refinancing operations of
the European System of Central Banks
(ESCB). They have a wide range of potential applications: they can be used
as collateral for all central bank loans. 1
However, ªeligibleº non-bank enterprises domiciled in Germany will now
have to meet the ESCB's more stringent
credit standing requirements which
are geared to the quality standard of
the union-wide tier-1 list of collateral.

1 See Allgemeine Regelungen für die geldpolitischen
Instrumente und Verfahren des Europäischen Systems der
Zentralbanken, Deutsche Bundesbank, Informationsbrief
zur Europäischen Wirtschafts- und Währungsunion
No. 15, October 1998.
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ESCB places
higher
demands
on creditworthiness

The Bundesbank's system of assessing

scribed below. Additional technical details are

creditworthiness

described in the Annex to this article.

In order to meet the higher demands on

Under the old procedure a standardised

creditworthiness, the Bundesbank introduced

method of treatment was applied solely to

a new credit assessment procedure for ªitsº

annual account data in the form of the funds

tier-2 collateral in the form of bills and loan

statement, individual economic ratios, dis-

claims starting from July 1, 1998. It is based

criminant analysis and what was known as a

on the old credit assessment procedure and

corporate comparison. The managers of the

likewise requires non-bank enterprises which

appropriate branch of the Bundesbank made

post collateral for loans to present detailed

a direct credit assessment on the basis of

annual accounts ± as was the case under the

these data. Other information on the enter-

old bill rediscounting system. However, the

prise in question, including qualitative infor-

new credit assessment procedure takes ac-

mation, was occasionally used in making the

count not only of quantitative annual account

assessment; but these additional data were

data but also of qualitative data. They are

not subjected to any systematic treatment or

evaluated using modern analytical techniques

processing (see chart ªCredit assessment pro-

in the form of sector-specific discriminant

cedure ± old systemº).

analyses and an expert system which are de-

Credit assessment procedure (old system)

Data input

Annual account data

Funds statement, calculation
of individual ratios
Standardised
computer-assisted
evaluation

Sector and
turnover-specific
corporate comparison

Cross-sector
discriminant analysis

Information, current
developments not taken
into account
in standard evaluation

Final
credit assessment
by LCB
Credit assessment

Deutsche Bundesbank
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Credit assessment procedure (new system)

Data input

Additional qualitative
data

Annual account data
Funds statement,
calculation of individual ratios

Sector-specific discriminant analysis
Standardised
computerassisted
evaluation

Sector and
turnover-specific
corporate
comparison

Manufacturing

Wholesale/
retail trade

Other
enterprises

Further processing by expert system

Classification proposal
Information,
current developments
not taken into account
in standard evaluation

Final credit
assessment
by LCB
Credit assessment

Deutsche Bundesbank

... the new
procedure

By contrast, the Bundesbank's new procedure

First step: recording the data

prepares the credit assessment in a much
more complex manner. Both the quantitative

The process of analysis and evaluation begins

annual account data and qualitative informa-

with the recording and processing of annual

tion about an enterprise are subjected to a

account data and, now in addition, of quali-

differentiated discriminant analysis and are

tative corporate data. As before, this is car-

subsequently further processed by an expert

ried out by the Bundesbank branches on the

system. This standardised data processing

basis of at least two consecutive sets of an-

procedure thus produces an automated credit

nual accounts. The data are entered on to a

assessment which is objectively substantiated

recording sheet which also includes details of

to a high degree. But the credit assessment

the enterprise's accounting practice as well as

generated in this way still has to be confirmed

additional qualitative details about the enter-

and, if necessary, revised by the managers of

prise.

Recording
of at least two
sets of annual
accounts

the appropriate Bundesbank branch in the
light of additional information and insights

By including the enterprise's accounting prac-

(see chart ªCredit assessment procedure ±

tice as an additional factor, the Bundesbank

new systemº).

takes into consideration the fact that German
accounting law offers firms various valuation
options which can change the way in which
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annual account figures are interpreted. Indi-

Other information that is gathered includes,

cations of an enterprise's accounting practice

for example, the age of the enterprise, its size

and its use of accounting options are con-

and its legal form.

Other
information

tained principally in the notes to the annual
accounts pursuant to section 284 of the German Commercial Code. However, the Bun-

Second step:

desbank also obtains supplementary informa-

standardised evaluation of the data

tion on a firm's accounting policy from other
sources such as discussions with the firm's

On the basis of the annual account data, pro-

management. This information may concern

cessed according to a given system, a funds

the following items: the amount of provi-

statement is generated in the course of the

sions, the scale of capitalised production

evaluation

costs, the type and amount of depreciation,

ratios are calculated for the firm's financing

the valuation of stocks, the implied interest

structure and profitability.

and

economically

Funds
statement and
the calculation
of ratios

informative

rate used for pension provisions, extraordinary factors affecting earnings, and the liquid-

The funds statement drawn up by the Bun-

ity position on the balance sheet date.

desbank for each enterprise is more than a
simple statement of the sources and uses of

Each enterprise is examined to see whether

funds. Derived from the balance sheet and

its use of the available accounting options dif-

profit and loss account figures, an enterprise's

fers significantly from that of the majority of

payment flows are treated as a closed system,

firms with which the Bundesbank has busi-

broken down by turnover, asset formation

ness dealings. If there is a deviation from the

and financing, and the resulting financial sur-

norm in one direction or another, the enter-

plus or deficit is then determined. This gives

prise's accounting practice is categorised as

the Bundesbank an insight into the firm's in-

conservative or progressive. It is an empirically

vestment and financing policies and allows it

confirmed rule that high-performing enter-

to assess the enterprise's ability to generate fi-

prises tend to use a conservative accounting

nancial resources. These are two key indica-

policy and hence to ªunderrateº their earn-

tors of a firm's underlying soundness and

ings performance by applying accounting op-

hence for assessing its overall creditworthi-

tions which depress the disclosed profit result,

ness.

whereas low-performing enterprises tend to
use a progressive accounting policy, i. e. they

The same goes for what is known as the cor-

ªoverrateº their earnings performance by ap-

porate comparison, which ranks individual

plying accounting options which boost their

ratios of enterprises into quartiles broken

disclosed profit result. In this way information

down by sector and turnover size. For the

which is important for the credit analysis ± in

sectoral breakdown the Bundesbank makes

addition to the balance sheet data ± is ob-

use of the industrial classification system of

tained in an objective form.

the Federal Statistical Office by which each
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enterprise is allocated to the sector in which
its main field of activity lies. To improve com-

Individual ratios for calculating
discriminant functions

parability, each sector is subdivided into a
maximum of three turnover size categories.
The standardised procedure is based ± wherever data material is available ± on the evalu-

Sector

Ratios in the discriminant function

Manufacturing

Equity/pension provision ratio 1
Return on total capital employed 2
Return on equity 3
Capital recovery rate 4
Net interest rate 5
Accounting practice

Wholesale/
retail trade

Equity ratio 6
Return on equity
Capital recovery rate
Accounting practice

Other
enterprises

Equity ratio
Return on equity
Capital recovery rate
Accounting practice

ations of at least the last two and, if possible,
the last three years, thus enabling the enterprise's development to be assessed in comparison with other competitors over time.
Evaluation
steps

The ratios obtained from the funds statement
and the annual accounts form the raw material for the actual evaluation. The latter is
made up of two components: (1) the discriminant analysis, a mathematical-statistical process which permits an initial classification of
the enterprise's soundness, and (2) the expert
system by means of which the results of the
discriminant analysis are fine-tuned by means

1 Adjusted equity capital and pension provisions as %
of total capital employed. Ð 2 Profit/loss before taxes
on income and before interest paid as % of total capital
employed. Ð 3 Profit/loss before taxes on income as %
of adjusted equity capital. Ð 4 Net receipts/net expenditure as % of capital invested. Ð 5 Net interest result as
% of turnover/total output. Ð 6 Adjusted equity capital
as % of total capital employed.
Deutsche Bundesbank

of a rule-based processing of additional infor-

manufacturing sector, (b) the wholesale and

mation with the aim of achieving a more pre-

retail trade, and (c) ªother enterprisesº. A

cise classification of the enterprise.

further innovation is the inclusion in these
sector-specific discriminant functions of the

Classification
into credit
groups through
discriminant
analysis

By means of the discriminant analysis an over-

qualitative feature ªaccounting practiceº as

all ratio is calculated for each enterprise from

an individual ratio (see table above).

the sum of weighted individual ratios. On
the basis of this overall ratio the enterprise is

The result of the discriminant analysis is still

then placed in one of three categories of

not sufficiently precise, however. The overall

creditworthiness: ªgood credit standingº

ratio ± whether sector-specific or not ± re-

(A group), ªindifferent credit standingº

mains a variable which merely facilitates the

(B group) and ªendangered credit standingº

ªpresortingº of a set of data and which

(C group).

allows only a fairly rough classification of enterprises into the three aforementioned cat-

Sector-specific
discriminant
functions with
accounting
practice

Whereas in the past the Bundesbank used

egories of creditworthiness A, B and C. Firms

only one discriminant function for all enter-

in the B group, in particular, need to be fur-

prises, it now computes three different dis-

ther processed because their classification is

criminant functions in order to obtain a

not sufficiently unambiguous. Hitherto this

somewhat better classification, for (a) the

task of further processing was the job of the
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credit officer. In future, this task will be per-

tion as the firm's legal form, its size and age,

formed largely in a standardised form.

the way it finances its fixed assets, and the
annual rates of change of various ratios.

Standardised
further
processing by
the expert
system

To this end, use is made of what is known as
an expert system. This modern technique ±

This additional information is processed by

which represents the second step in the data

the expert system on the basis of economical-

evaluation process ± simulates the activity of

ly derived and statistically significant rules.

a human expert in the decision-making pro-

Each of these rules changes the firm's overall

cess. It uses rules to perform the task of clas-

ratio if it meets certain conditions: if the rules

sification and can therefore indicate the logic-

are defined as a condition of sound enter-

al conclusions on which a decision is based. In

prises, the overall ratio rises, otherwise it falls.

contrast to other classification techniques,

However, the expert system is supposed to

such as neural networks, expert systems meet

adjust the overall ratio only moderately;

the essential condition in credit assessment

therefore it is designed in such a way that it

that the reasons for the standardised deci-

does not reclassify A enterprises into the

sions they make can be verified by the credit

C group or vice versa. Of the large number of

officer.

rules available in the expert system, it activates all those that are applicable to the spe-

Task of the
expert system

The enterprises, which have already been pre-

cific case of the enterprise to be evaluated. In

sorted through the discriminant functions,

most cases these include rules that both raise

are further processed by the rule-based ex-

and lower the overall ratio. As part of the

pert system with three concrete aims in mind:

overall assessment, therefore, the expert sys-

(1) reduction of the number of B enterprises

tem weighs up the competing rules against

by attempting to allocate as many of this

one another.

group of enterprises as possible either to the
A group or to the C group; (2) standardised

In the upshot the system makes a clear classi-

processing of additional information that has

fication proposal for the bulk of the enter-

so far not been considered in the evaluation

prises processed. Whereas more than 17 % of

process in order to obtain as comprehensive a

enterprises remain in the indifferent B group

picture as possible of the degree of sound-

after the discriminant analysis, the expert sys-

ness of the enterprise that is being evaluated;

tem improves the precision of the classifica-

(3) assistance to the managers of the Bundes-

tion appreciably: only around 6 % of the

bank's branches in making the final credit

enterprises still have no clear allocation.

assessment.
The expert system is ªfedº with the overall

Third step: credit assessment

ratio from the discriminant analysis as well as
additional annual account data and qualita-

Despite all endeavours to automate and

tive information. This includes such informa-

standardise decision-making within a credit
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No automated
credit
assessment

assessment procedure, the final assessment

The Bundesbank's new credit assessment pro-

of an enterprise's creditworthiness cannot be

cedure for assessing the creditworthiness of

made solely by employing state-of-the-art

enterprises is characterised by two key fea-

computer-assisted systems. Although such

tures. Firstly, the extensive standardisation of

techniques can help human operatives in

the process permits efficient and transparent

making their decisions and can relieve them

processing of a large number of annual ac-

of routine work, they cannot entirely replace

counts. Secondly, the measure of individual

human experience and knowledge. For this

decision-making that is necessary in credit

reason the final credit assessment ± i.e.

business is retained.

Credit
assessment
procedure:
standardised
but flexible ...

whether the enterprise's liabilities are eligible
as collateral for central bank loans or not ±

The credit assessment resulting from the Bun-

will continue to be made by the managers of

desbank's examination of an enterprise's

the Bundesbank's branches.

creditworthiness is reported both to the assessed enterprise and to the credit institution

Examination
of the
classification
proposal

Before making their final assessment, the

that is seeking to use its loan to the enterprise

managers will ask themselves at least two

in question as collateral for refinancing from

questions after this automated procedure has

the central bank. It is important to bear in

been concluded: (1) Are there any other data

mind, however, that the Bundesbank's credit

on the enterprise's current development that

assessment is not to be applied to the credit

were not taken into account in the standard-

business of the commercial banks. A credit

ised process? (2) Does the standardised evalu-

assessment of ªnot eligible for refinancing at

ation of the balance sheet present a plausible

the central bankº may under no circum-

picture or has it failed to take account of

stances be interpreted as meaning ªnot

specific circumstances which might make a

creditworthyº in banking business, as the

different credit assessment appear more ap-

strict ESCB standard, which is geared inter

propriate? Depending on how these ques-

alia to a high credit rating, cannot be trans-

tions are answered in each individual in-

ferred to banks' lending activities.

stance, the credit assessment may or must
differ from the classification proposal generated by the standardised credit assessment
procedure.

The Annex to this article appears on
the following pages.
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Annex

Insolvent enterprises
by economic sector

Explanation of the classification procedure
Discriminant analysis
Discriminant
analysis ± a
mathematicalstatistical
procedure

Other sectors
26.4%

Discriminant analysis is a mathematical-statistical
procedure in which observable features are used to
allocate objects precisely to one of at least two

of which
Construction 16.8%
Services,
professions 5.6%

credit assessment, the objects are the enterprises

Agriculture
1.0%

which are to be classified and the observed fea-

Other
3.0%

non-overlapping subsets. For the purposes of

Manufacturing
46.6%

tures are the corporate data such as economic
ratios. The non-overlapping subsets are defined
from a sample containing both insolvent enterprises and enterprises which are definitely solvent.
The discriminant analysis performed by the Bun-

Wholesale/
retail trade
27.0%

desbank is carried out in the following four steps:
First step:
calculation
of economic
ratios

In order to obtain as comprehensive a picture as
possible of an enterprise's soundness, the Bundesbank analyses key ratios on the enterprise's assets

solvent enterprises in the sample. The sample for

and liabilities, profit or loss and financial position.

the Bundesbank's current discriminant analysis in-

These quantitative ratios can be used without any

cludes the last available annual accounts for the

further processing to determine the discriminant

years 1995, 1996 or 1997 of enterprises which

function. By contrast, qualitative ratios , such as

have in the meantime become insolvent. These an-

the enterprise's accounting practice, have to be

nual accounts are contrasted with the same num-

scaled prior to processing, i. e. the verbal informa-

ber of comparable 4 annual accounts of solvent en-

tion has to be ªtranslatedº into numbers to facili-

terprises. The breakdown of the sample by sector

tate mathematical processing.

is shown in the chart above.

By means of a representative sample of the enter-

In the applied case of the linear discriminant func-

prises to be assessed in the Bundesbank's business

tion, the enterprises are classified according to the

2

Second step:
definition of
a sample

Deutsche Bundesbank

dealings, the discriminant functions are determined and their effectiveness is assessed. The sample is composed of both solvent and insolvent 3 enterprises. As they are less numerous, the available
insolvent enterprises determine the size of the
sample because it is beneficial for statistical reasons to have the same number of solvent and in-
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2 Qualitative ratios are variables which are not available
on a continuous basis and which frequently exist only in
verbal form.
3 An enterprise is regarded as insolvent if an application
has been made for the instigation of bankruptcy or composition proceedings against it.
4 Comparability is ensured by matching each insolvent
enterprise with a solvent enterprise in the same sector
and the same accounting year.

Third step:
determination
of the discriminant function
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following rule. The discriminant value Z (overall

The definiteness of separation denotes the degree

ratio) is determined as Z = a1 ´ x1 + ... + an ´ xn,

of certainty with which enterprises are allocated to

where x1, x2, ..., xn are the input ratios and a1, a2,

the two groups. The degree of probability that an

..., an are their respective weights. If Z is greater

enterprise belongs to a given group is considered

than the cut-off point Zco, the enterprise under

to increase in line with the distance of its overall

examination is allocated to the group of sound en-

ratio Z from the cut-off point. The Bundesbank's

terprises; if not, it is allocated to the group of

classification of enterprises into the different credit

unsound enterprises.

groups is also based on this: the B group is characterised by overall ratios in an interval around the

On the basis of the sample data, the discriminant

cut-off point, while the A group and the C group

analysis provides optimal parameters a1, a2, ..., an

are characterised by overall ratios which lie above

and Zco for a given combination of ratios x1, x2, ...,

or below the B group, respectively.

xn in the sense that the classification error 5 is minimised for this discriminant function.

Consequently, insolvent enterprises with overall
ratios from the A group and solvent enterprises

Fourth step:
assessment of
effectiveness
by means of ...

To assess the effectiveness, statistical significance

with overall ratios from the C group are always in-

tests , the expected classification error and the

correctly classified; insolvent or solvent enterprises

definiteness of separation of the model are add-

in the B group are incorrectly classified only if their

itionally considered. The last two variables are de-

overall ratio lies above or below the cut-off-point.

termined from the sample.

The chart on page 60 shows the effectiveness of

6

the Bundesbank's discriminant functions across all
... classification
error and ...

For this purpose the sample should be divided

sectors. At around 19 %, the overall classification

ideally into an analytical sample and a test sample;

error, which includes the incorrectly classified en-

the analytical sample is used to calculate the

terprises in the B group, is acceptable, but the def-

weights of the discriminant function, and the ef-

initeness of separation of the procedure, at over

fectiveness of their classification is then estimated

17 % in the enterprises classified in the indifferent

on the test sample. To this end, the Bundesbank

B group, is unsatisfactory.

uses the classification errors described in footnote 5. However, this method presupposes a min-

As more ratios are available than are required for a

imum size of the sample, which is determined by

discriminant function, steps 2 and 3 are repeated

the accuracy of error to be achieved. For example,

with different combinations of ratios until an opti-

in a sample consisting of 100 enterprises, even one

mal result is obtained. In the end it is those ratios

outlier can distort the error by 1 percentage point.

which have proved empirically to be the most

Owing to the sector-specific breakdown of the enterprises included in the discriminant analysis, the
Bundesbank cannot meet this strict requirement
despite the large size of the available dataset. For
this reason the discriminant functions are determined on part of the sample and the classification
errors on the sample as a whole.

5 The possible classification error is made up of two components: the a error, indicating the share of insolvent enterprises classified as solvent in all insolvent enterprises,
and the b error, indicating the share of solvent enterprises
classified as insolvent in all solvent enterprises.
6 A significance test answers the question of whether the
outcome of a statistical process may be due to chance.
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Classification results of the sample after the discriminant analysis
and the expert system

Discriminant analysis
Insolvent

Expert system

Solvent

Insolvent

Solvent
Classified correctly

Classified correctly
Classified
correctly or
incorrectly

B
15.8%

B
19.2%

Not
classified

B
6.7%

B
5.0%

A
68.0%

C
73.8%

A
80.0%

C
76.8%
A
10.4%

Classified incorrectly
C
12.8%

A
16.5%

Classified
C
15.0% incorrectly

A: Group with good credit standing. — B: Indifferent group. — C: Endangered group.
Deutsche Bundesbank

meaningful for separating the two groups that are

human experts ± hence the name ± is simulated by

included in the optimal discriminant function.

computer systems. Using such systems, along with
discriminant analysis, problems of classification can

Classification
of unknown
enterprises

After the discriminant analysis has been success-

be resolved. At the Bundesbank the classification

fully completed in the four steps described above,

problem consists in allocating an overall ratio of ei-

the discriminant functions obtained make it pos-

ther the A group or the C group to the enterprises

sible ± as the sample mirrors the circumstances in

under assessment in order to arrive at a clear-cut

the totality of enterprises ± to classify unknown en-

classification proposal.

Expert
systems ±
a technique
of artificial
intelligence

terprises, too, into those which predominantly
have the features of solvent enterprises and those

In contrast to discriminant analysis, in which ± as

which predominantly have the features of insolv-

described above ± the classification rule is derived

ent enterprises. They are classified on the basis of

empirically, expert systems require prior knowledge

the ratios contained in the discriminant function

in the form of universally valid rules. On the other

together with their corresponding weights.

hand, an expert system can cope quite well with
incomplete data: in making its decision it uses only

Expert system

those rules for which the preconditions are met. By
contrast, the overall ratio can be calculated using a

Expert systems are techniques of artificial intelli-

discriminant function only if all the individual ratios

gence by which the decision-making process of

included in its calculation are known. On account
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of these different methods of processing, the two

means of a special inclusion function. Such a func-

techniques complement each other rather well.

tion determines on a continuous scale from 0 to 1
to what extent this particular property is fulfilled.

Rules of the
expert system

The rules of the expert system can be derived ei-

The higher the degree of inclusion the more the

ther theoretically or from statistically observed

property is fulfilled; if the degree is zero, the prop-

facts and must comply with the following logical

erty is not fulfilled; if it is 1, it is completely fulfilled.

structure:

The inclusion functions can overlap, so that, for example, a change in turnover indicated by the bal-

If property 1 and if property 2 and ... and if prop-

ance sheet data can have a degree of inclusion

erty N apply, then increase (or reduce) the overall

both to ªdecliningº and to ªroughly unchangedº.

ratio.
The chart on page 62 illustrates this concept for a
Verbally
formulated
rules

The properties in the If-part of the rule are quanti-

given feature with the properties ªdecliningº,

fiable and are initially formulated as imprecise 7 ver-

ªunchangedº and ªincreasingº. The inclusion

bal features (high, medium, low or declining,

functions give rise to five different subsets for a

unchanged, increasing and so on). Examples of

feature:

such properties are: ªIf the turnover is lower than
in the previous yearº or ªIf the turnover is

±

three subsets of clear-cut inclusion in which

unchanged against the previous yearº. This

the feature ± with a varying degree of inclusion

ªfuzzyº formulation and processing of the rules is

± is exclusively ªdecliningº, ªunchangedº or

geared to human patterns of thinking and en-

ªincreasingº, and

hances the system's acceptability and effectiveness.

±

two areas of overlap in which a fluid transition
occurs between the clear-cut subsets because

Preconditions
for rule
checked first

The processing technique within the expert system

in them the feature is both ªunchangedº and

checks each rule to see whether its preconditions

ªdecliningº or both ªunchangedº and ªin-

are met for the enterprise in question. This means

creasingº.

that the system tests, first of all, whether the properties 1 to N of a concrete rule apply. Reverting to

If it is assumed that the expert system works with

the previous example, the system needs to check

M different rules, a variable ei can be calculated as

whether a change in turnover indicated by the an-

the degree of fulfilment of the i-th rule

nual account data is to be categorised as ªdeclin-

(i = 1, ..., M) for each of these rules using the inclu-

ingº or ªunchangedº.

sion functions. This is done using the formula
ei = g i ´ p1i ´ p2i ´ ... ´ pNi where g i is the absolute rule

Translation
into numbers

In order for them to be processed in the system,

weight and p1i , ..., pNi is the degree of fulfilment of

the fuzzy features naturally have to be ªtrans-

the N properties stipulated in the If-part of the i-th

latedº into concrete figures; in other words, the

rule. After adding another variable

properties ªdecliningº, ªunchangedº and so on
have to be quantified. This translation is performed
for each property in the rule preconditions by

7 A system that processes features in this form is also
known as a fuzzy system.
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Inclusion functions * for the properties “declining”, “unchanged”
and “increasing” of a given feature
Degree of inclusion
1.0

Declining

0.9

Increasing

0.8

Unchanged

0.7
0.6
0.5

Declining

0.4
0.3
0.2

Unchanged
0.1
0

-40

-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

Fea-

40 ture

* The inclusion functions translate verbal properties into numbers. For example, a value of −10 has a degree
of inclusion of 0 to “increasing”, 0.19 to “unchanged”, and 0.5 to “declining”.
Deutsche Bundesbank

DZ i =

{

Z+ > 0, if the overall ratio is to be increased
±

Z < 0, if the overall ratio is to be reduced

ing the degrees of fulfilment. As a result, the decision generated by the system is rendered transparent.

a new overall ratio is calculated, adjusted by the
The formula for the adjusted overall ratio Znew still

expert system, by means of

contains some parameters that are initially

M

S e ´ DZ
i

Z

new

=Z+

i

i=1

M

Se

i

i=1

unknown: the rule weights g i, the maximum increases and decreases in the overall ratio Z + and
Z ±, respectively, and variables that may affect the
position of the various inclusion functions. These

This expression can be interpreted graphically such

are optimised ± analogously to the weights of the

that the rules with the various Then-parts are

ratios in the discriminant function ± by stipulating

weighed against one another and the result of this

the requirement for enterprises in a sample that as

weighing process is normed in such a way that the

many solvent enterprises as possible display an ad-

overall ratio Z from the discriminant analysis is not

justed overall ratio in the A group and as many in-

+

increased by more than Z or decreased by more
±

than Z for any enterprise. Which rules had what
influence in this weighing process can be gauged
from the specified expression for Z new by compar-
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solvent enterprises as possible display an adjusted
overall ratio in the C group.

Optimisation
of the expert
system

Deutsche
Bundesbank
Monthly Report
January 1999

Effectiveness of
classification
improved by
the expert
system

Naturally, in this case ± as in any statistical proced-

alysis. For one thing, there is a considerable in-

ure ± the optimisation is not perfect. This means

crease in the definiteness of separation from more

that even after the assessment has been generated

than 17 % to less than 6 % being non-classified

by the expert system, there are still incorrectly clas-

enterprises. For another thing, the mis-classifica-

sified or ambiguously classified enterprises. The

tion rate falls significantly from 19 % incorrectly

chart on page 60, which compares the classifica-

classified enterprises (including those in the B

tion results from the discriminant analysis with

group) after the discriminant analysis to 16 % of

those from the expert system on the basis of the

enterprises incorrectly classified by the expert sys-

sample, shows that the expert system substantially

tem.

improves the performance of the discriminant an-
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